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Notes 
1. Savar has a habit of updating his missions, usually making significant differences each time. If you have a previous version other than v_3 
    (only v_3.0 is available for download from the main hosting sites) you will find significant changes from the walkthrough below.
2. This is based on the original mission from T3 so you will notice a few secret areas from that OM that have been closed off in this mission.
3. This is the First part of the Keeper Series.

Opening Objectives
#  Find the Book of Shadows.
#  Find the Killer's Dagger.
#  Find the Killer's Medallion.
#  Find the Pagan Artefact.
#  When you finish everything, hurry back to the hotel.
Hidden Objectives
#  Find Robert's key.
#  Check out information about the Killer.
#  Find the Stone of Destiny.

Walkthrough
Finding you way around the map is not difficult. Finding all the loot and
completing all the objective is. First frob the notice on the wall behind the 
man sitting on the bench opposite the pub. 

New Objective: Check out information about the Killer. 

  Next head over to the house in the SW corner of the fountain area and frob the 
  scroll in the porch window. This is Lord Slavar's house, Robert's uncle.

  New Objective: Find Robert's key. 

Next head into the next area, (through the archway to the right of Saint Ludovicus
Chapel), turn first left through an archway and enter the house to the south of 
the well (guard standing to right of door), this is Robert's house. 

  
  In Robert's house you will find a key on the shelf above the desk in the 
  side room off the dining room, in this room you'll also find a couple of crates 
  by the door. 

  Objective Complete: Find Robert's key.

Grab one and place it on top of the barrel (SE corner) in the dining room and
mantle up onto the rafters where you'll find a lever on the north wall which 
opens a door at the top of the stairs revealing a secret room, but the door is on 
a timer so jump down quickly to get into the secret room before the door shuts
again. 



  In Robert's secret room collect from the safe a dagger.

  Objective Complete: Find the Killer's Dagger.

  To get back out this room frob the right hand book on the desk.

Return to the area where you started and enter Lord Slavar's house (SW house
beyond the fountain). In Lord Slaver's house, frob the left hand book on the desk
by Lord Slavar's bed to open a door in the SE corner of the previous room.

  In Lord Slaver's secret room frob the scroll on the desk 

  New Objective: Find the Stone of Destiny. 

  You should by now have enough goods to sell to afford the climbing gloves, so 
  head to Gloomy lane (via archway NW of market stall) where you will find both 
  your Fence and the Weapons Store, the climbing gloves will cost you 2000g. 
  

Once you have the climbing gloves there are 3 locations you can access.

In Gloomy Lane mantle up onto the wooden shelter to the left of the entrance
archway then climb the stone wall to get to the top of the sloping roof to get to
the Pagan's room above the archway. 

  In the Pagan's room collect the green gem from the cabinet.

  Objective Complete: Find the Pagan Artefact.

Next mantle out of the SE shutters and climb up to the shutters above you on 
the SW wall to access Veles' room. 



  In Veles' room collect the crystal out of the basket. 

  Objective Complete: Find the Stone of Destiny.

  Make sure you collect the health potion whilst in Veles' room as you will lose 
  some life as you mantle back out of the shutters, try to land on the wooden 
  beam below the shutters in order to reduce your health lose to a minimum. 

On the south side of the map frob the note in the window of Pavelock prison.

Objective complete: Check out information about the Killer.

Then use the ladder hidden in the bushes to the left (east) of Pavelock prison to
find a pit containing a zombie.

  Collect from the SE corner the Killer's Medallion.

  Objective complete: Find the Killer's Medallion.

Head back to the original fountain square and climb the wall of the library from
the steps to get up to the Enforcer's rooms.

  In the Enforcers room there is a chest key on the lower shelf of the unit in the 
  NE corner, but it's not easy to frob. 

  Then collect the book from the chest in the SW corner (chest can also be picked 
  open).

  Objective complete: Find the Book of Shadows.

Head back down to the fountain square and enter the hotel to the NE of the
library to finish the mission.

                                                Mission Complete



Key Locations

Lady Elizabeth's Residence on woman in pub
Robert's key on the shelf in Robert's office

in small cabinet in north cornerEnforcer's chest key     (can be picked open)

 The Keeper by Savar           Lootlist
Area Location Position Loot                Value                 Total
Chapel table copper coins 25 25
Pub woman purse 25 50
“ SE table fine wine 100 150
“ store room behind bar SW corner Guard's plonk 150 300
Stall by armorer shop on stall 2 gold coin 150 450
Well north of Robert's house in bucket copper ring 25 475
Robert's ho. dining room table silver knife 50 525
“ bedroom SE drawers silver mirror 125 650
“ “ NW drawers gold goblet 75 725
“ “ chest gold goblet 75 800
“ “ “ copper goblet 25 825
“ secret room drawers gold c/stick 75 900
“ “ desk copper bracelet 75 975
“ “ safe Killer's dagger 100 1075
Dock gate SE corner behind tree ruby 125 1200
“ ladder hidden in bushes in corner Killer's Medallion 150 1350
Morgue lobby table copper goblet 25 1375
“ office bookcase rare book 100 1475
“ “ desk copper c/stick 25 1500
“ furnace room on table surgical kit 100 1600
“ long corridor NE bookcase silver ring 50 1650
“ locked tomb room on tomb Effigy St Edgar 50 1700
Gloomy lane behind cart in bush gold urn 175 1875
Pagan's room above entrance archway cabinet Pagan artefact 350 2225
Lord Slavar Ho. bookcase gold c/stick 75 2300
“ library west bookcase gold bracelet 125 2425
“ “ north bookcase 2 gold goblet 150 2575
“ “ on top bookcase cat statuette 100 2675
“ basement desk jewel box 2 gold nugget 300 2975
“ “ “ “ 3 diamond 450 3425
“ “ “ “ 2 ruby 250 3675
“ “ “ “ 2 jade 200 3875
“ “ “ lower shelf Wand 200 4075
“ “ side room child's tomb ruby necklace 75 4150
Enforcer's rooms flat roof Nereid telescope 100 4250
“ NE corner cabinet fine wine 100 4350
“ chest Book of Shadows 100 4450
Veles room chest Stone of Destiny 50 4500
Special Loot 4500

middle room (small bedroom)

Total Loot Available   100%


